
5.5 Center for Creative Minds (CCM)

I. Program Overview

CCM is intended to support, enhance and or extend the learning and interests of all
students with IEP’s including those with learning disabilities and students identified as
gifted. CCM is a “bell-to-bell” class, available as resources permit at all campuses and
counts as elective credit in secondary.  It may be conducted as a weekly or daily pullout
class (Enrichment) or as a scheduled course (Seminar).

II. Instructional Focus and Specialized Materials

The CCM provides learning experiences for students to better develop grow in four
strands; intelligence, achievement, creative divergent thinking, and critical thinking
problem solving.  Each strand addresses multiple areas:

● Intelligence; building verbal intelligence, learning and the brain, social
intelligence, emotional intelligence, and metacognition

● Achievement: conducting research, scholarly habits, levels of vocabulary, and
developing questions

● Creative Divergent Thinking: six thinking hats; Torrance model of creativity –
fluency, flexibility, elaboration, originality; metaphorical thinking; and creativity
in the business world

● Critical Thinking Problem Solving: visible thinking; problem/project – based
learning; talent teams; group problem solving/group think; and creative problem
solving

III. Standards and Assessment

Instructional activities in CCM are aligned to New Mexico Common Core State
Standards (CCSS). Students participate in standardized district and state assessments with
appropriate accommodations as stated on the student’s IEP.

IV. Classroom Considerations

CCM is suitable for Project-Based Learning (PBL), seminar studies and independent
studies.  It should have flexible areas designated for a variety of uses such as:

● Student work areas – individual and small group
● Technology – computer internet access, assistive technology devices, listening

stations, etc.
● Reference and enrichment materials – texts, manipulatives, globes, supplies and

materials for projects etc.

V. Course Codes and Grading



Course codes are available for CCM and students to receive their grades from the teacher
conducting the class. CCM student services is dependent on the licensure of the CCM
teacher.

● If the teacher has a special education license, all instruction counts toward the
service time;

● If the teacher does not have a special education license, each student’s service
time is determined in the same manner as a student in inclusion with instruction
by a general education teacher including the requirements for collaboration.
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